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Abstract. Relations are fundamental structures for knowledge representation. Relational queries are used to extract information from associated relations in databases. We propose to include relations in constraint
programming (CP) as decision variables and promoting relational operations to constraints. That leads to new possibilities for modeling and
solving CSPs. Performance and applicability are two aspects to take into
account before considering the new domain practical. In this paper we address the problem of achieving a practical implementation of the system.
That includes compact representation of the data in relations and good
performance of the relational operations. This compact representation
relies upon representing relations into binary decision diagrams (BDDs)
and rewriting operations on relations for this specific representation.
Optimized implementations of the operations exist when the BDD representation satisfies particular properties. A solver that maximizes the
existence of such properties for a CSP on relations is provided. This
ensures the maximum performance from the constraint solver. The implementation of the relation constraint system is publicly available as a
Gecode extension[1].

1

Introduction

Relations have been largely used in computer science for diverse purposes that
include program analysis [2, 3], data storage [4] and cryptography [5] just to
name a few. Data bases are probably the most widely spread example of their
use for information representation.
The most appealing feature of relations is the possibility of representing
related information by single entities called tuples. Relations can be operated
as sets, for instance, by intersecting or complementing them. It is also possible
to operate them using specific operations that allow information in tuples to be
used. This is done in the relational algebra by operations like projection and
join.
Representing and reasoning about information is crucial in constraint programming and relations were proposed as a useful symbolic domain by Gervet
in [6]. The idea was revisited in [7, 8] and relations were used in music composition. The significant advantage of using relations is followed by an important

challenge: how to implement them efficiently. However, the expressiveness that
relations offer to reason about information in different areas remains undisputed.
This paper presents the implementation of a constraint domain in the framework of a constraint solver. This domain opens the possibility for using relation
decision variables to model and solve constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs).
When relations are used at the core of a constraint solver, the problem of an
efficient implementation becomes more important. Operations on relations take
place during the execution of propagators3 .
In the early stages of the implementation we considered the use of data structures like: simple lists of tuples, Bimaps[9] and Multi-index [10]. Such consideration had two major disadvantages. The use of bimaps only allow representing
binary relations. However a common disadvantage of all the data structures is
the resulting time complexity of operations that compute the conjunction or
complement of a relation.
We found that Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) have been used for the
representation of relations in other fields [11]. Indeed, tools like CrocoPat [11]
and Jedd [2], used for software analysis related problems, follow that approach
with success. In spite of their theoretical worst-time complexity bounds, BDDs
offer efficient representations for a wide range of relations.
Using BDDs to represent relations is not trivial. Particular aspects like variable ordering and choosing the right BDD variables is crucial. Some of those
considerations were not taken into account in [7, 8] and constitute improvement.
Another consequence of the use of BDDs is that operations like join and composition have optimized implementations that can be used when their argument
representations satisfy certain properties. A solver that provides the BDD representation for a CSP problem is also presented.
The result is a system that allows simpler CSP models by allowing a relational
formulation of the problem. However, we still require to study the impact of
using relations at the solver level and to compare it with other approaches like
reformulation or encoding. The implementation is publicly available[1]. It uses
Gecode [12] and the CUDD [13] library for the BDD implementation.

1.1

Related work

The idea of a relation domain was proposed in [6]. In [14], relations are used as a
powerful modeling mechanism. Functions are particular cases of binary relations
and were introduced in [15] to model CSPs. Interestingly, these models were
translated into conventional constraint domains (i.e. integers and sets) before
being tackled by solvers. The main difference with these works include handling
relations of any arity and supporting them in the solver without any translation.
Relational algebra has been combined with constraint programming to solve
express combinatorial problems in [16], a local search approach is then used to
solve the models.
3

Constraint implementations in the terminology used by Gecode

There have been other structured domains that are related with relations.
Graph decision variables were introduced by Régin in [17] and later studied by
Dooms (CP(Graph)) [18, 19]. Graphs can be considered binary relations on the
set of nodes. That equivalence makes possible the use of the relation domain to
handle graphs.
The finite set domain introduced by Gervet and Puget in [20, 21] is also
related to relations. A set is equivalent to a unary relation. The similarities
between the set and relation domain go further than that. A relation is also a
set of tuples on the same schema4 . Hence, most of the constraints on sets are
available on relations. The equivalence between relations and sets will show up
several times throughout this paper.
The approach of using BDDs to represent information in constraint programming is not new. Hawkins et al. propose their use to represent set decision
variables and set constraints in [22]. That work is related to this one in several
forms. First, we use BDDs to approximate the domain of relation variables by
using the subset bounds approach introduced in [20, 21]. Second, primitive constraints on sets and integers can be represented as relation values. However, the
approach taken by this work focuses on manipulating relations using the operations of the relational algebra. It is important to differentiate the use of decision
diagrams as proposed in this work from the work of Andersen et al. in [23]. That
work uses Multi Valued Decision Diagrams (a BDD extension) to represent the
constraint store. Our proposal is limited to the use of BDDs to represent the
domain of relation decision variables.
The approach followed in this work considers two different levels of abstraction depicted in Fig. 1. The bottom level is the relational algebra in which
relations and operations like join and projection are defined. The top abstraction introduces the concept of relation decision variables and extends relation
operations to have constraints semantics.

Relation constraint domain
– Relation decision variables: x, y, z, w
– Constraints:
z “ x ’A y, y “ πB pwq, w “ x X y, z “ x
Relational algebra
– Relation values: R, S, T
– Operations on relations:
R ’A S, πB pT q, R, R X T

Fig. 1: Abstraction levels considered in this work
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The notion of schema is presented in detail in Section 2

1.2

Contributions and plan

The contributions of this paper are:
1. A formal definition of relation decision variables. That is, variables that take
relations as values. Basic constraints on this new kind of variables are also
introduced and defined.
2. A discussion on one possible representation of the domain of relation decision
variables using BDDs along with the obtained benefits and drawbacks.
3. The design and implementation details of constraint decision variables in the
Gecode library using the CUDD library for the BDD manipulation.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents preliminary definitions
from the relational algebra and the operations required to understand the subsequent sections. In Section 3 the relation constraint domain and the domain
approximation is presented. Section 4 presents how relations and relation decision variables are represented using BDDs. Sections Sections 5 and 6 present
important considerations that derive from the use of BDDs in this work. Finally,
Section 7 presents the conclusions and the foreseeable future work.

2

Preliminaries

This section provides some reference definitions from the relational algebra and
correspond to the abstraction level presented at the bottom of Fig. 1. Notions
like schema, relations and join were introduced by Codd in [4].
Definition 1. Relation Schema [4]. A relation schema s “ r pa1 : D1 , . . . , an : Dn q
consists of a relation name r and a set of attributes a1 , . . . , an associated with
the domains D1 , . . . , Dn respectively. We refer to the domain of the attribute ai
by dompai q and to the set of attributes of s by Attributespsq.
Definition 2. Relation [4]. A relation R on a schema r pa1 : D1 , . . . , an : Dn ) is
a set of tuples. A tuple t “ xa1 : D1 , . . . , an : Dn y is a function from Attributesprq
to values in their respective domain. tpai q is the value for attribute ai of t. All
the tuples in a relation have the same attribute set.
Regarding tuples as functions has the advantage of making the order of
columns in a relation immaterial. We use SchemapRq to refer to the schema
of R. Depending on the number of attributes in its tuples, a relation is said to
be unary, binary or n-ary for one, two or any number of attributes respectively.
An empty relation contains no tuples. A full relation contains all the tuples
that can be formed from its schema. The set of attributes in the schema can
be empty and in such case the relation has only the empty tuple as possible
elements.
Operations on relations can be classified in attribute and tuple operations
depending on their granularity. Tuple operations treat relations as sets of tuples.
Examples of this kind of operations include union, intersection, etc.. Attribute

operations allow finer granularity and work at the attribute level. Projection and
join are representatives of this group.
Set operations require their operands to be on the same schema. The complement of a relation R uses the full relation on SchemapRq as reference set. Set
operations are not defined for space reasons. The following auxiliary definitions
are used to define attribute operations.
Definition 3. Tuple restriction. Given a schema r pd1 : D1 , . . . , dn : Dn ) and a
tuple t “ xd1 : D1 , . . . , dn : Dn y on that schema; we denote by trAs the restriction
of the tuple t on the set A of attributes. The result is a tuple which contains only
the attributes of t that are in A.
trAs “ xa1 : D1 , . . . , am : Dm y ðñ A Ď Attributesprq^
@ai P A : tpai q “ trAspai q
Definition 4. Tuple matching. t #M u is a predicate evaluating to true if and
only if tuples t and u have the same values for the attributes in M .
t # u ðñ @aPM tpaq “ upaq
M

With the above definitions we present formal definitions for projection and
join of relations.
Definition 5. Projection. Projecting a relation R on a set of attributes A results
in a relation containing the tuples in R after removing the attributes not in A.
Formally:
πA pRq “ ttrAs : t P Ru
The removal of an attribute from two tuples can result in the same tuple.
As relations are sets no repeated elements are represented. For that reason,
projecting a relation may result in a relation with less tuples. Moreover, for the
operation to be well defined A Ď AttributespRq is required.
Definition 6. Join. Let R and S be relations on possibly different schemas.
Joining R and S with respect to a set of attributes M results in the relation:
R ’ S “ tt : Dr “ trAR s, Ds “ trAS s ^ r P R ^ s P S ^ r # su
M

M

Where AR “ AttributespRq and AS “ AttributespSq and M Ď AR X AS . The
set of attributes of the resulting relations is AttributespRq Y AttributespSq.

3

Relation constraint domain

This section uses the concepts presented in Section 2 to define the relation constraint domain which is one of the contributions of this work. This part corresponds to the top level of abstraction presented in Fig. 1.

Definition 7. Relation decision variable. A relation decision variable (or relation variable for short) is assigned a relation and its domain consists of the set
of possible relations that the variable can be assigned to. All the relations in the
domain of a relation variable have the same schema.
As done for other domains in [24], the constraint domain on relations is
defined on a set D of relations on possibly different schemas and the set Σ “
t“, Prr,ss , X, r, ’, πu of operations on relations. For any pair of relations r and
s, such that Schemaprq “ Schemapsq, r X s denotes the relation resulting from
intersecting r and s; similarly, r Y s represent their union. The complement of
a relation r is represented by r. Additionally, given a relation t on a (possibly
different) schema than r, r ’A t is the relation resulting from joining r and t on
the possibly empty set A of attributes. πA prq is the relation resulting from the
projection of r on the set A of attributes. t Prr,ss is the predicate that evaluates
to true if and only if r Ď t Ď s.
Let D interpret the symbols in Σ as the usual relation operations as defined
above. Now, we define L as the set of primitive constraints on relations. Let
x, y and z be relation decision variables on the same schema. x “ y denotes
the equality constraint, z “ x X y is the intersection constraint, y “ x is the
complement constraint. Let w and z be relation decision variables on (possible)
different schemas from x and y. z “ x ’A w is the join constraint and z “ πA pxq
is the intersection constraint. The relation constraint domain is defined as pD, Lq.
The existence of operations like join and projection makes possible to have
relations on different schemas in D. Those operations result in relations on different schemas than their arguments. The composition operation on relations
is missing from Σ. The reason is that composition is not considered a basic
operation because it can be achieved by a combination of join and projection.
3.1

Domain representation for a relation variable

The domain of a relation variable is a set of relations on the same schema. To get
the constraint domain implemented we require to represent such set. Moreover,
such implementation needs to be efficient in terms of space and time because
propagators use and update that information.
An extensional representation of the domain is not space efficient, it is potentially costly and therefore non practical. Hence, we have to consider the alternative of approximating it. To that end we use an interval representation.
Definition 8. Relation interval. A relation interval is denoted by rr, ss and represents the set of relations that have r included and that are included in s. Formally it corresponds to the set: tx : r Ď x Ď su.
Let s “ r pd1 : D1 , . . . , dn : Dn q be the schema of a relation in the constraint
domain. Let Fs be the full relation on schema s. The set P pFs q is partially ordered by relation inclusion. Moreover, pP pFs q , Ďq is a lattice with H and Fs as
bottom and top elements respectively [25]. The join operation of the lattice is

union while the meet operation is intersection. This is exactly the same representation used for set variables in [6], but with tuples instead of simple integers
as set elements.
Due to the lattice structure it is possible to approximate the domain of a
relation variable by a relation interval rr, ss. r is the greatest lower bound (glb)
and s is the least upper bound (lub). For a relation variable x with the domain
approximated by the relation interval rl, us we say that l “ glbpxq is the known
relation and u “ lubpxq is the possible relation. The information represented by
the domain can be changed by growing the lower bound and by decreasing the
upper bound.
3.2

Primitive constraints

In the previous section we introduce the relation constraint domain. This section
presents the join and projection constraints for relation variables. These two
constraints are part of the primitive constraints of the domain. Constraints with
set semantic are omitted for the lack of space.
For each constraint we define its semantics and the filtering rules. Those rules
represent the changes on the bounds that are required to enforce the semantics
of the constraint. The left side of the rule has the bound being affected and the
right side contains the expression representing its new value. The appearance
of a bound on the right side refers to its current value. Projection and join
constraints are defined in terms of projection and join operations on relations.
When the symbols π and ’ appear on the filtering rules they denote operations
on relation values.
Definition 9. Projection constraint. Let x and y be two relation variables on
possibly different schemas. The projection constraint holds if y is the projection
of x over the set of attributes A; denoted: y “ πA pxq. For the constraint to be
well defined Attributespyq Ď Attributespxq and A Ď Attributespxq.
The filtering rules enforcing the constraint on the domains of its variables
are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

glbpyq Ð glbpyq Y πA pglbpxqq.
lubpyq Ð lubpyq X πA plubpxqq.
lubpxq Ð lubpxq Xplubpyq ˆ RF q
The constraint is failed if glbpxq Ę plubpyq ˆ RF q
lubpxq Ð pglbpyq ˆ RF q XpD!A lubpxqq

RF is a full relation on the schema spAttributespxqzAttributespyqq. Computing
the Cartesian product of RF with the bounds of y produces relations on the same
schema of x. D!A is the unique operation. Its application results in a relation with
tuples on x that are unique when only the attributes in A are considered.
Definition 10. Join constraint. Let x, y and z be three relation variables on
their respective schemas and A be a set of attributes. The constraint holds if z

is the result of joining the relations x and y on the set of attributes A, denoted
by z “ x ’A y.
For the constraint to be well defined it is required: Attributespzq “ AttributespxqY
Attributespyq, A Ď Attributespxq and A Ď Attributespyq.
The filtering rules for the join constraint are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

glbpzq Ð glbpzq Ypglbpxq ’A glbpyqq
lubpzq Ð lubpzq Xplubpxq ’A lubpyqq
glbpxq Ð glbpxq Y πAx pglbpzqq
lubpxq Ð lubpxqzπAx pglbpyq ’A lubpzqq
glbpyq Ð glbpyq Y πAy pglbpzqq
lubpyq Ð lubpyqzπAy pglbpxq ’A lubpzqq

The similarities between join and intersection are also appreciated in the
filtering rules. Apart from the projection operation used, the rules are mostly
the same as the ones for the set intersection constraint. Projection is used to
achieve set compatibility.

4

Relation representation using BDDs

The goal of using BDDs to represent relations is efficiency. Operations on relations are performed by propagators. For that reason, we need time- and spaceefficient data structures. BDDs provide a way to represent boolean functions,
they were introduced in [26, 27] but were made practical by the work of Bryant
[28]. The have been also used in the representation of other types of decision
variables, such as sets in [22].
To describe the way we use BDDs to represent relations we first need to
introduce the concept of a BDD. We only introduce the operations on BDDs
that are important to that end. For a more detailed information on this data
structure the reader is referred to [28].
4.1

Binary decision diagrams

A BDD is a rooted directed acyclic graph which is derived by reducing a binary
decision tree. A binary decision tree has decision nodes, 0-terminal nodes and
1-terminal nodes. Each decision node is labeled with a boolean variable and has
two children, called low child and high child [3]. We restrict ourselves to the case
in which each decision variable appears at most once in any path from the root
to a terminal node.
A decision tree represents a relation of the form t0, 1un Ñ t0, 1u. The inputs
are the values of the decision variables. The output is the terminal node reached
by traversing the tree from the root and following the children according to the
input values. If the value of the input variable i is 1 then the path continues
with the high child and otherwise the low child is used.

Decision trees have an exponential worst-case space complexity. That can be
reduced in some cases by transforming the tree into a BDD. Such transformation
is made by a bottom-up application of the following rules [3]:
– Merge any isomorphic subtrees.
– Eliminate any node whose low child and high child are identical.
The application of these rules lead to an acyclic graph which is the BDD.
Moreover, by fixing the order which the variables (represented by decision nodes)
appear along a given path in the graph guarantees a canonical representation of
the relation [28]. It is worth noticing that the potentially exponential complexity
still remains. However, in many cases BDDs have proved effective to produce
compact representations [29].
4.2

Mapping relations to BDDs

Representing a relation by a BDD is the core of the constraint domain implementation. A relation interval is then represented by two BDDs just like the
subset bounds representation of sets proposed in [22]. Propagators interact with
the bounds to represent new information.
A BDD is the representation of a function F that maps elements from t0, 1un
to t0, 1u. The inputs of F are tuples in t0, 1un and its valuation indicates whether
the tuple is a member of the function. Representing a tuple xd1 : D1 , . . . , dn : Dn y
directly on a BDD is not possible because the attribute values are not binary.
To solve this we use the binary encoding of each di instead.
Example 1. Consider three attribute domains A “ t0, 1u, B “ t0, . . . , 3u and
C “ t0, . . . , 15u and the schema rpa : A, b : B, c : Cq. We require 1 BDD variable
to represent the attributes in A, 2 for the attributes in B and 4 for the ones in C.
Figure 2 presents relation R on the above defined schema and its corresponding
BDD representation5 . Each level in the figure represents a BDD variable. a1
encodes the attribute a while tc1 , c2 , c3 , c4 u encode the attribute c. Paths from
the root node R to terminal 1 encode the elements of the tuples that belong to
the relation.
To appreciate how a tuple is encoded in the BDD of Fig. 2, consider the
following path:
a1

b1

b2

c1

c2

c3

c4

1

Tuple values are encoded in the edges. A dashed edge represents a value of 0 for
the variable represented by the source node while a solid one represents a value
of 1. The path above represents a1 “ 0, b1 “ b2 “ c1 “ c2 “ 1, c3 “ c4 “ 0. The
encoded tuple, still in binary format is xa : 0, b : 11, c : 1100y which converted to
decimal6 is xa : 0, b : 3, c : 12y.
5
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The picture shows the terminals 0 and 1 for readability purposes. In practice, only
one terminal needs to be represented if the implementation uses complemented edges.
Assuming the most significant bit is on the left

R
a1
b1

b1

b2

b2
c1

c1

c2

c2
c3

a
0
2
0

b
2
0
3

c
9
9
12

(a) Relation

c3
c4

0

c4
1

(b) BDD

Fig. 2: Example showing a relation on schema rpa : A, b : B, c : Cq and its corresponding BDD representation.

4.3

Relation operations as BDD operations

After representing a relation with a BDD we define how operations on relations
are performed in terms of operations on their BDD representations. One of the
advantages of using BDDs to represent relations is that we perform relation
operations directly on the BDD representation.
In Section 3 we defined Σ “ t“, Prr,ss , X, r, ’, πu as the set of operations on
relations of our interest. In this section we present how each of these operations is
performed on relations represented as BDDs. We leave out the representation of
the operation Prr,ss as it is used for the declaration of relation decision variables
and is enforced by construction of the relation interval.
–
–
–
–

R “ S: Equality test is performed by testing if the representations are equal.
R X S: Conjunction of the BDDs representing R and S.
R: Negation of the BDD representing R.
πA pRq: Existential quantification of the BDD variables of the BDD representing R that are used to represent the attributes in A.
– R ’A S: Conjunction of the BDDs representing R and S.

Both intersection and join operations are computed with the conjunction
of the BDDs representing the argument relations. That is because intersection
is just an special case of join where both relations have the same schema and
therefore are represented on the same BDD variables. How the schema is used
to determine which BDD variables must be used to represent a given relation is
explained in Section 4.4.

To compute the join of two relations R and S on an attribute set A, suppose
that the following properties are satisfied by the representations of the relations:
– The attributes in A of R and S are represented on the same set of BDD
variables.
– The only BDD variables shared by the representations of R and S are the
ones used to represent attributes in A.
When the properties above are satisfied then computing the join between R
and S is equivalent to computing the conjunction of their respective representations. However, This can not be the general case. It does happen that sometimes
R and S share the representation of more attributes than one would be interested in a particular join operation and therefore second property is not satisfied.
Moreover, it can happen that there are two columns one would like to join that
are not represented on the same BDD variables and hence, first property is not
respected.
Before computing the conjunction we have to create intermediate representations of R and S that satisfy the properties. That is done using an operation
that copies a BDD into other BDD but using a different set of variables. After
that the join is computed as described above and an extra copy step is required
to copy back the result into the original representation. In this case, the complexity of the join operation is incremented by the complexity of the two copy
operations involved. For that reason it is very important to carefully choose how
the relation schemas of the relation decision variables in a given CSP are represented in terms of BDD variables. Such a selection needs to take into account not
only the relations themselves but the operations that will be performed on them.
For that reason we propose to use a constraint solver for the schema allocation
problem Section 6.
Finally, this problem also affect the composition operation. Composition of
two relations R and S on a set of common attributes A can be computed by
a join operation followed by the existential quantification of the BDD variables
representing attributes in A.
4.4

Schema representation

Every relation has an associated schema that is taken into account in all the
operations. A schema constrains the values that a given attribute can take on.
Using that information we compute how many BDD variables are needed to
represent the attribute data. Additionally, the attributes of the same schema
need to be represented by different BDD variables.
The schema is also used to decide which BDD variables are selected for the
data representation. Such decision impacts all the relations on those schemas
causing the performance and complexity of the operations on them to be indirectly affected. For example, consider a join that fulfills the requirements for
implementation by a single conjunction against one that require the representations to be copied.

Moreover, the decision is different for every model because the operations on
the relations depend on the constraints of the problem. Actually, the problem of
allocating BDD variables for schema representations is NP-hard. Our approach
follows the initiative of Jedd [2] but we use constraint programming to tackle it.
Assigning BDD variables for schema representation does not affect the correctness of the operations but their performance. The more copy operations there
are, the (potentially) greater space and time the operations on relations take up.
The problem is exacerbated by the fact that the operations are performed at the
constraint implementations. For instance, the join propagator performs three join
operations per execution. For that reason we create the model for the schema
allocation problem that is explained in Section 6.

5

Implementation considerations

The relation domain has been implemented as an additional constraint system
of Gecode [12] using the BDD implementation CUDD [13]. Using BDDs for the
representation of relations requires some details to be considered. The memory
management of CUDD uses reference counting7 . The disposal mechanism of
variable implementations in Gecode is used to interact with the memory model
of the BDD implementation.
Representing the two bounds of a relation interval is optimized at the BDD
level. In an interval, the lower bound is a subset of the upper one. Moreover, both
bounds are relations on the same schema and therefore their representations use
the same set of BDD variables. That makes the two BDDs to have common
parts. Those parts are represented only once and shared at the implementation
level.
Gecode uses copy as the basic mechanism for space restoration. Using BDDs
for relation representation interacts nicely with that approach. The reason is
again sharing of BDDs. Copying a variable during search is a constant time
operation and will reuse the BDDs used by the variable in the parent space
when possible.
One extra operation that is worth mentioning and that benefits the performance of the implementation is constant time complementation. Computing
the complement of a relation requires no extra space and is performed in one
instruction in BDD implementations like CUDD that use complemented edges.
It is important to insist in the complexity of the operations on BDDs. In
theory the number of nodes in a BDD can be exponential in the number of
variables in the represented function. Moreover, the complexity of the BDD
operations are given in terms of the number of internal nodes of the operands.
In our case, BDD operations get executed very often because they are part of
the propagators. In general, however, BDDs offer compact representation for
structured data and therefore the theoretical complexity does not constitute the
average case.
7

This is a general aspect in most BDD implementations.

Finally, an important consideration that has to be measured is the variable
ordering of the BDDs. Also the impact of reordering algorithms during the solving phase has to be evaluated. The use of CUDD makes this order global for all
the representations.

6

Schema allocation problem

The schema allocation problem aims at finding an assignment of BDD variables
to attribute domains. Given a CSP that uses the relation constraint domain
we need a constraint solver that finds a set of BDD variables to each attribute
domain of each schema.
To simplify the model we assume that there are enough BDD variables to
represent all the relations introduced in the CSP. With this assumption we
simplify the problem to finding an assignment of relation attributes to identifiers.
Each identifier represents a set of BDD variables. The simplification is sound
because the complexity in a BDD implementation resides in the number of nodes
and not in the amount of BDD variables.
6.1

CSP model

The input to the problem consists of a description of the relations and the
operations among them. This input is represented by two constants in the model:
Relations and Operations.
To model the problem we use an array of integer decision variables Column.
Each variable in the array corresponds to a column of a relation in the input. The
initial domain for all the variables in Column is the set of available identifiers.
Relations in the model are connected by the operations. An operation might
require the copy of representations of some of its attributes. This is modeled by
using a matrix of set decision variables called Rename. Rows and columns of the
matrix are labeled by relation columns in the input. The elements of the sets
are operations in the input. An operation op belongs to the set Renamepi, jq if
such operation requires a renaming (i.e. a copy) of columns i and j.
Finally, the integer decision variable Renames is used for optimization. It
contains the number of rename operations required by a given solution. This
variable will be optimized by the search engine.
The following is the complete specification of the CSP model.
Constants:
Relations:
Set of relations in the input.
Operations: Set of operations in the input.
numColumns: Total number of columns in relations in the input.
Variables:
Column: Array of integer variables of size numColumns.
Rename: Matrix of set variables, size: numColumns ¨
numColumns.
Renames: Integer decision variable.
Total of rename operations required.

Initial Domains:
Columnpiq t1,`. . . , numColumnsu.
˘
Renamepi, jq P Op ij .
Op ij Ď Operations: operations in which columns i
and j are involved.
Renames
t0, . ř
. . , ru ř
n
n
r “ i“0 j“0 |Renamepi, jq|
n “ numColumns ´ 1.
Constraints:
– Columns of the same relation need to be allocated to different set identifier. For every relation R in the input, let C be the set of columns of
R:
@i P C, j P C : i ‰ j ùñ Columnpiq ‰ Columnpjq
– Set operations require relations with the same schema. For every operation xkind : set, id : I , lhs : L, rhs : R, relates : M y post the constraint
@pi, jq P M : Columnpiq “ Columnpjq
– Join and composition operations require paired columns to be assigned
to the same set identifier. Not involved columns need to be assigned
different identifiers. For every operation xkind : K , id : I , lhs : L, rhs : R,
relates : M y, with K P tjoin, composeu post the constraint
@pi, jq P M :
I P Renamepi, jq ðñ Columnpiq ‰ Columnpjq
@pi, jq P pCL ˆ CR qzM :
I P Renamepi, jq ðñ Columnpiq “ Columnpjq
– Optimization is performed based on the number of rename operations.
ď
Cardinalityp
Renamepi, jqq “ Renames
i,jPt0,...,nu

Optimization:
Let b “ Renames be the minimum number of renaming operations used so
far. The following constraint tries to find an smaller number of renames.
Renames ă b
The model above is implemented in Gecode. A post processing of the solution
is required to change set identifiers by BDD variable indexes. Copy operations
can be taken into account by constraint implementations directly. Another option
is to provide an implementation of the equality constraint on relations that
handles the equality property through a mapping of attribute domains. The
later has the advantage of simpler constraint implementations at the cost of
superfluous variables and constraints in the model.
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Conclusions

We have presented the relation constraint domain and how to implement it in
an efficient way. Such efficiency is achieved by using BDDs to represent relation
values. Even tough we use BDDs as means to implement relations, representing
them has exponential complexity in the worst case. However, that depends on
the particular problem data. Even in the case of large BDDs the advantages
described in Section 5 are still useful.
Music composition has been so far the only application of the relation domain.
Fundamental improvements from the first stages of the domain implementation
have been made [8]. Such improvements have been possible by the real use of
the domain in the musical field. Actually, music composition has demanded new
constraints [6] that are implemented but were not described for the lack of space.
Constraint solving using relations and structured domains have proved to be
a rich and challenging field. Graphs [19], functions [15] are examples of that.
One challenge posed by symbolic domains implementation is the efficiency of
the domain representations. This work uses the most efficient implementation of
relations that we are aware of. That is ratified by the use of BDDs to represent
information in program analysis and VLSI design.
Future work
Improvements of the constraint domain can go in several directions. We have seen
a lot of feedback by using it to model problems in music. We think there are
still many areas in music that can benefit from the use of this system. Relational
reasoning has been used in program analysis and that field may offer diverse
places for the use of constraint programming and in particular of the relational
domain.
Our next step is to use the relation constraint domain in the context of
safe capabilities pattern analysis [30]. In concrete, we are interested in studying
SCOLL and its implementation [31]. The use of constraint programming in that
work uses a lot of relation reasoning.
It is important to notice that presenting a comparison of this implementation
is difficult because we are not aware of a similar relation domain. As future work
we have also considered comparing how the implementation compares to the
domains mentioned in Section 1.1.
The introduction of BDDs was followed by different generalizations. For instance, Algebraic Decision Diagrams (ADDs) and Edge-Valued Decision Diagrams (part of a class called Multi-Valued Decision Diagrams). So far we have
only used BDDs but it still remains open the use of MDDs a careful study is
also required in this direction.
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